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O for a Thousand Tongues 2004

a critical study on a denominational hymn book by a well known writer of new hymns and songs

British Methodist Hymnody 2017-07-06

hymnody is widely recognised as a central tenet of methodism s theological doctrinal spiritual and liturgical
identity theologically and doctrinally the content of the hymns has traditionally been a primary vehicle for
expressing methodism s emphasis on salvation for all social holiness and personal commitment while particular
hymns and the communal act of participating in hymn singing have been key elements in the spiritual lives
of methodists an important contribution to the history of methodism british methodist hymnody argues that
the significance of hymnody in british methodism is best understood as a combination of its official status
spiritual expression popular appeal and practical application seeking to consider what when how and why
methodists sing british methodist hymnody examines the history perception and practice of hymnody from
methodism s small scale eighteenth century origins to its place as a worldwide denomination today

Mary is for Everyone 1997

includes general hymns hymns for feasts seasons and saints days office hymns for the liturgical year an
enlarged eucharistic section responsorial psalms and a new english folk mass setting

The New English Hymnal 1989-01-01

yet despite all of this their beliefs are strictly based on a fundamentalist christianity in which every action is
justified by the bible

Journeys to the Spiritual Lands 1999

this study considers relationship between british imperialism and music with its unique ability to stimulate the
emotions and to create mental images music was used to dramatize illustrate and reinforce the components of
the ideological cluster that constituted british imperialism in its heyday patriotism monarchism hero worship
protestantism racialism and chivalry it was also used to emphasise the inclusiveness of britain by stressing the
contributions of england scotland wales and ireland to the imperial project

Imperialism and Music 2001

d h lawrence writing of the poems that had meant most to him said that they were still not woven so deep in
me as the rather banal nonconformist hymns that penetrated through and through my childhood it is not easy
to account for this and most writing about hymns has not helped because it has concentrated on their content
and function in worship and liturgy in the present book the author tries to account for feelings like lawrence s
by examining the hymn form and its progress through the centuries from the reformation to the present day
he begins by discussing the status of a hymn text and relates it to the demands made upon it by the needs of
singing a chronological study then traces the development of the english hymn from the metrical psalms of
the reformation through the seventeenth century and isaac watts to the wesleys cowper toplady and others
and then to the great flood of hymn writing that occurred during the victorian period together with the great
success of hymns ancient and modern there are chapters on american hymnody and women s hymn writing
and sections on gospel hymns and the translation of german hymnody a final chapter takes the story into the
twentieth century with a brief postscript on the revival of hymn writing since 1960

The Catalogue of Printed Music in the British Library to 1980 1981

this book originated in a conference music cultural history and the wesleys hosted by chombec centre for the
history of music in britain the empire and the commonwealth and held at the university of bristol in july 2007
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The English Hymn 1997-07-10

this superb hymnal features more than six hundred hymns it is designed for use by a variety of denominations
and ecumenical settings

Music and the Wesleys 2010

here are the full original texts of 150 of the best loved hymns in the english language each is accompanied by a
fascinating commentary giving biographical details of the author such as the calvinist creator of rock of ages
who once calculated that the average human sins 2 522 880 000 times notes on the circumstances in which the
hymn was written and variant versions each hymn is prefaced by an urbanely written and agreeably
subjective commentary with a wealth of anecdotes and a few ribald parodies this charming book should also be
required reading for all those responsible for choosing hymns in church ian bradley writes with wit elegance
and charm and is quite exceptionally knowledgeable about his subject

Hymns, Psalms, & Spiritual Songs, Pew Edition 1990

hymns are more than beautiful musical compositions they provide us with a heightened language for praising
and speaking to god all while teaching us theology that reflects both the depth and complexity of our lord
sacred hymns in our day have given way to fifth rate poetry set to fourth rate music as c s lewis once
remarked at times the music used in worship can make us feel as though the culture is usurping the church
rather than being transfigured by it there is a clear and present need to resurrect those distinctively different
songs with a distinctively different vocabulary for people who want to live distinctive lives as followers of
christ in these pages fr george william rutler introduces and reflects upon dozens of the greatest hymns
written from the earliest years of the church through the twentieth century the text and composition of each
hymn is included as well as inspiring accounts of their authors and composers fascinating stories and historical
events connected with them and notes on the significant contributions each one made to theology and music fr
rutler has recovered here a rich musical legacy that will help us to give glory to our god who is lord of all

Daily Telegraph Book of Hymns 2006-09-14

hymns and the music the church sings in worship are tangible means of expressing worship and while
worship is one of if not the central functions of the church along with mission service education justice and
compassion and occupies a prime focus of our churches a renewed sense of awareness to our theological
presuppositions and cultural cues must be maintained to ensure a proper focus in worship hymns and
hymnody historical and theological introductions is a sixty chapter three volume introductory textbook
describing the most influential hymnists liturgists and musical movements of the church this academically
grounded resource evaluates both the historical and theological perspectives of the major hymnists and
composers who have impacted the church over the course of twenty centuries volume 1 explores the early
church and concludes with the renaissance era hymnists volume 2 begins with the reformation and extends to
the eighteenth century hymnists and liturgists volume 3 engages nineteenth century hymnists to the
contemporary movements of the twenty first century each chapter contains these five elements historical
background theological perspectives communicated in their hymns compositions contribution to liturgy and
worship notable hymns and bibliography the mission of hymns and hymnody is 1 to provide biographical data
on influential hymn writers for students and interested laypeople and 2 to provide a theological analysis of
what these composers have communicated in the theology of their hymns we believe it is vital for those
involved in leading the worship of the church to recognize that what they communicate is in fact theology
this latter aspect we contend is missing yet important in accessible formats for the current literature



The Stories of Hymns 2017-01-24

many of the best known and best loved hymns have tunes that are named after places in this fascinating and
entertaining book mark browse takes us on a tour of some of these places discovering the stories behind the
hymns and finding out how the tunes got their names from aberdeenshire to west sussex from essex to austria
from as far away as jupiter to your own back yard it is a journey of surprising twists and turns along the way
we meet not only priests and poets but also murderers seafarers emperors and ploughmen

Hymns and Hymnody: Historical and Theological Introductions, Volume
3 2020-01-01

uniquely authoritative and wide ranging in its scope the oxford dictionary of the christian church is the
indispensable reference work on all aspects of the christian church it contains over 6 500 cross referenced a z
entries and offers unrivalled coverage of all aspects of this vast and often complex subject from theology
churches and denominations patristic scholarship and the bible to the church calendar and its organization popes
archbishops other church leaders saints and mystics in this new edition great efforts have been made to
increase and strengthen coverage of non anglican denominations for example non western european
christianity as well as broadening the focus on christianity and the history of churches in areas beyond western
europe in particular there have been extensive additions with regards to the christian church in asia africa latin
america north america and australasia significant updates have also been included on topics such as liturgy
canon law recent international developments non anglican missionary activity and the increasingly important
area of moral and pastoral theology among many others since its first appearance in 1957 the odcc has
established itself as an essential resource for ordinands clergy and members of religious orders and an
invaluable tool for academics teachers and students of church history and theology as well as for the general
reader

O Little Town 2015-04-12

the 20th century especially the latter decades was a time of explosive growth and importance in hymnody and
yet published material about the hymnody of this period has been scattered and difficult to come by the
present volume catalogues and categorizes the available writings to guide students and scholars in their
research furthermore this reference does not depend primarily on the view of the author compiler but guides
users toward a broad spectrum of viewpoints about 20th century hymnody listing the principal writings on
the repertory language practice and people of hymnody during the last century this annotated bibliography
offers students and researchers alike a handy reference for a vast and varied field beginning with a unique
introduction to and summary of hymnody in the 20th century music arranges the entries by topic dividing
each chapter by helpful subject headings the repertory of the twentieth century and language issues are
discussed practical elements of hymnody are covered while the final chapter lists writings about individual
hymn writers and other influential persons in the field music provides a brief annotation for each entry and
uses numerous cross references guiding the reader to relevant material in other sections of the book a
comprehensive index concludes this essential reference

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1935

this book examines the influence of the monastic tradition beyond the reformation where the built monastic
environment had been dissolved desire for the spiritual benefits of monastic living still echoed within
theological and spiritual writing of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as a virtual exegetical template
the volume considers how the writings of monastic authors were appropriated in post reformation movements
by those seeking a more fervent spiritual life and how the concept of an internal cloister of monastic ascetic
spirituality influenced several anglican writers during the restoration there is a careful examination of the
monastic influence upon the wesleys and the foundation and rise of methodism drawing on a range of primary
sources the book will be of particular interest to scholars of monastic and methodist history and to those



engaged in researching ecclesiology and in ecumenical dialogues

John Wesley and the German Hymn 1972

the central thesis of the book is that there is a distinctive wesleyan eucharistic spirituality looking at wesleys s
eucharistic practices theology and sources the writer identifies a spirituality that has a number of key themes
these revolve around the dynamic encounter with a personal christ the grace filled life the therapeutic growth
towards holiness and wholenes they provide a way of looking at life and the formation of characters which
may conform to the image of the christ while there were several reasons for the decline of weslyean
eucharistic spirituality after the death of the wesleys the writer maintains that this spirituality can be
rediscovered revived and communicated in new forms so as to impact methodists around the world who are
facing the challenges of the 21st century the author is a pastor in a methodist church in singapore

The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church 2022-02-17

this is a superbly entertaining overview of the church of england over the last fifty years the image of sung
evensong may seem timeless but the patterns of anglican worship have changed continuously beginning with
the great victorian modernisers who stamped their taste on music as much as church buildings we are taken
on a memorable and entertaining musical tour that takes in the impact of the wesleys the publication of hymns
ancient modern the great organ builders willis and walker vaughan williams and the english hymnal the
royal school of church music the hymn writing explosion and the electronic age all this and more presented
here in trevor s inimitable and sharply observant style

Christian Hymnody in Twentieth-Century Britain and America
2001-07-30

this third edition is a basic textbook on the development of pipe organ composition in geographically diverse
schools its nineteen chapters include charts of organ composers and a historical background of contemporary
events and figures for each organ composition school chapter bibliographies cover readings published in the
seventies eighties and early nineties a listing of bach organ compositions with pagination of various editions is
also included

The Monastic Footprint in Post-Reformation Movements 2022-04-19

serious scholarship on the music of ralph vaughan williams is currently enjoying a lively revival after a period
of relative quiescence and is only beginning to address the enduring affection of concert audiences for his
music the essays that comprise this volume extend the study of vaughan williams s music in new directions
that will be of interest to scholars performers and listeners alike this volume contains the work of eleven north
american scholars who have been recipients of the ralph vaughan williams fellowship based at the composer s
own school charterhouse which was created and has been supported by the carthusian trust since 1985 this
wide ranging and detailed collection of essays covers the spectrum of genres in which vaughan williams wrote
including dance symphony opera song hymnody and film music the contributors also employ a range of
analytical and historical methods of investigation to illuminate aspects of vaughan williams s compositional
techniques and influences musical literary and visual

Wesleyan Eucharistic Spirituality 2005

this book discusses hymns from a historical and geographical perspective with 605 hymn tunes as examples in
the text



The Hymn 1981

contours of european adventism offers scholarly articles based on papers presented at the 3rd international
symposium organized by the institute of adventist studies of friedensau adventist university germany april 23
26 2018 it also contains the first comprehensive bibliography of adventism in europe the contributions
represent a wide range of adventist historical scholarship in europe they analyze historical missiological
theological and socio political issues that have colored the life of the seventh day adventist denomination in
europe

In Tuneful Accord 2013-01-07

the composer explains in his own words his pursuit of two related ambitions to create his own musical
language and to make early 20th century england a musical nation the book contains 102 items written
between 1897 and 1958 including articles for musical magazines transcripts of broadcasts obituaries and
programme notes

Organ Literature 1995-01-01

a dictionary containing 3500 biographical entries each representing a composer whose work has been used
within the worship of the church in britain and ireland

Vaughan Williams Essays 2017-07-05

the historical dictionary of english music seeks to identify and briefly annotate a wide range of subjects relating
to english musical culture largely from the early 15th century through 1958 dates that reflect the coalescence
of an identifiable english style in the early renaissance and the death of the iconic ralph vaughan williams in
the mid 20th century this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to
know more about english music

The Music of Christian Hymns 1981

surveys the message homiletical method and the effect of newton s preaching during the olney and london
periods along with newton as hymnwriter and the influence of his olney hymns includes many previously
unpublished photographs and new data publisher mellenpress com

Contours of European Adventism 2020-01-16

established at old oscott in birmingham england in 1980 the maryvale institute provides a variety of part time
and distance learning courses to the lay faithful consecrated religious and ministers of the roman catholic
church maryvale s doctoral research programme in catholic studies is conducted in collaboration with and
accredited by liverpool hope university successful students receive an award of a doctor of philosophy phd
degree from the university this book is the third in a series of volumes concerned with the outcomes of that
doctoral research programme it provides an overview of the breadth of work by its students in the uk usa
south america and africa and their contribution to new knowledge in the area of catholic studies a wide field
including history literature philosophy spirituality and theology

Vaughan Williams on Music 2008

this book considers the church s past failings and fills a gap in our understanding of what it means to be a
christian in the twenty first century



Dictionary of Composers for the Church in Great Britain and Ireland
1997-01-01

this book goes thoroughly into hymnody from the earliest times with knowledge piety and humour country
life

Historical Dictionary of English Music 2011-04-08

The Innovation of John Newton (1725-1807) 1988

Aspects of Doctoral Research at the Maryvale International Catholic
Institute (Volume Three) 2020-09-11

Brethren Hymn Books and Hymnals, 1720-1884 1986

Brio 2006

The Evil That Men Do 2016-03-01

An Historical Survey of the Hymn 1959

Hymns and Tunes Indexed by First Lines, Tune Names, and Metres 1980

The Choir 1962

Companion to Congregational Praise 1953

Hymns for Our Lord's Resurrection 1746

Hymns and Human Life 1959
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